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ABSTRACT 
The primary limitation to ground based astronomy is the Earth's atmosphere. The atmosphere above the 
Antarctic plateau is fundamentally different in many regards compared to the atmosphere at temperate sites. The 
extreme altitude, cold and low humidity offer a uniquely transparent atmosphere at many wavelengths. Studies 
at the South Pole have shown additionally that the turbulence properties of the night time polar atmosphere 
are unlike any mid latitude sites. Despite relatively strong ground layer turbulence, the lack of high altitude 
turbulence combined with low wind speeds presents favorable conditions for interferometry. The unique properties 
of the polar atmosphere can be exploited for Extrasolar Planet studies with differential astrometry, differential 
phase and nulling interferometers. This paper combines the available data on the properties of the atmosphere 
at the South Pole and other Antarctic plateau sites for Extrasolar Planet science with interferometry. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The amplitude and phase corruption of electromagnetic radiation by the atmosphere sets the limits for ground 
based astronomical observations. The quality of astronomical observations is advanced not only by improve
ments in the instruments themselves, but by deployment at the best possible sites. Atmospheric transparency, 
background and seeing (indicated by the full width of the point spread function at half maximum, FWHM) are 
the parameters by which sites are typically compared. For observations in the optical and near infrared, high 
mountain sites that are above most of the Earth's boundary layer such as Mauna Kea and the Chilean Andes 
are superior because of favorable values of these parameters. Transparency and background are parameters 
that are relatively simple to quantify and interpret. However, there is much more to seeing than the FWHM 
of images taken through the turbulent atmosphere. It has long been recognized that the turbulence properties 
of the antarctic atmosphere may offer fundamentally different seeing (turbulence) properties than mid latitude 
sites. 1 

As part of the site characterization program of the Center for Astrophysical Research in Antarctica (CARA), 
a program was undertaken to measure the seeing at the South Pole with optical methods. The results indicated 
relatively poor seeing by the standard metric of image quality. 2 Marks et al.(1996, 1999)3•4 also measured the 
C'Jv profile at the South Pole with tower and balloon based microthermal sensors. These profiles clearly shows 
that the vast majority of the turbulence is at altitudes below 1 km. In light of the importance of a comprehensive 
understanding the site statistics, an ongoing site testing program involving the South Pole and remote sites has 
been characterizing the site properties with a series of techniques. 5-s 

Lloyd et al.(2002) 9 specifically identified extrasolar planet detection via narrow angle astrometry as a being 
a unique niche available from Antarctic plateau sites. In this paper we update and extend that analysis to 
characterize the South Pole as a site for extrasolar planet science with an interferometer. 
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2. TURBULENCE THEORY 

The optical significance of turbulence in the atmosphere is due to refractive index fluctuations, driven by tem
perature fluctuations. These temperature fluctuations are usually described in terms of a Kolmogorov model, 
with a temperature structure function as follows: 

Dr(T) = ((T(x) -T(x + T))2) = C}T213 • 

Here, T is the temperature, x and T are location variables, and C} characterizes the amplitude of the turbulence. 
These temperature fluctuations cause refractive index (N) fluctuations through the refractivity dependence of 
air on temperature, C'fv = (oN/oT) 2 C}. 

The optical effect is characterized by the three-dimensional refractivity power spectrum, which for Kolmogorov 
turbulence is 

<I>(K, h) = 0.033C'fv(h)i;;-l1/ 3 _ 

Here, K is the spatial frequency of the turbulence, and C'fv ( h) describes the vertical profile, where h is the height 
above the observatory. C'fv(h) is typically complicated, with multiple layers resulting from wind shear in the 
atmosphere. 

The Fried parameter, To, relates the seeing to the equations above, and is the scale over which the height
integrated phase fluctuation at a given wavenumber, k = 21r / >.., equals one radian RMS. 

Given a C'fv(h) profile, the Fried parameter is 

[ / ]
-3/5 

To= 0.423k 2 sec(z) C'fv(h)dh , 

and the FWHM of an image is 0.98>../To-z is the zenith angle of observation. For the rest of this paper, we will 
refer all calculations to the zenith. Thus, the integrated amplitude of C'fv determines To and therefore the seeing. 
The integrated seeing to ice level has proven to be a major drawback for Antarctic telescopes, where the seeing 
is one to three arcseconds at 0.5 µm, a value more typical of poor, low-altitude sites than superb sites such as 
Mauna Kea or Cerro Paranal, where the seeing is routinely below an arcsecond. 

For any application that adaptively tracks the atmospheric phase fluctuations ( e.g. adaptive optics, interfer
ometry), the coherence time is a critical parameter. Coherence time can be defined in many ways. 10 Single layer, 
frozen flow approximation coherence times, assuming a phase screen with Fried parameter To moving at a wind 
speed V are common. This approximation may not be a good one considering the mechanisms that generate 
turbulence at the South Pole. The SODAR yields the full 3-D windspeed and C'fv structure, so a single layer 
approximation is not required. For this paper, we adopt the definition based on the adaptive optics Greenwood 
frequency, 11 such that the servo bandwidth error is given by 

(
f )5/3 

a-1w = K f; 
where 

[ /00 ] 3/5 
Jc= 0.102k 2 sec(z) Jo C'fv(h)v513 (h)dh 

and f sis the closed loop servo bandwidth. This definition takes the correct account of any possible correlations 
between the wind speed and turbulence strength. For this paper, we calculate a two aperture coherence time 
T0 ,2 = 1/ fa, 2 from the single aperture Greenwood frequency above following Colavita et al.(1999). 12 

Other parameters, such as scintillation, isoplanatic angle, and tilt anisoplanatism, which have paramount 
significance in certain kinds of astronomical observations, depend on higher order moments of the C'fv profile. 
Specifically, tilt anisoplanatism is the limiting error term for astrometric interferometry, and is a result of 
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Figure 1. SODAR profiles throughout the 2000 Austral winter, between 2000 March and November (the letters on the 
x-axis mark the beginning of the month). The y-axis shows altitude from O to 890 meters while the brightn ess intensity 
shows the turbulence intensity. The turbulence intensity drops sharply between 200 and 400 meters, defining the boundary 
layer height. 

the second moment of the C'J.r profile. The mean square error for an astrometric measurement with a dual
beam, differential astrometric interferometer in the very narrow-angle regime ( 0h < < B) with long integrations, 
t >> B/V, is13 : 

aJ = 5.25B- 4/ 3 02 J h2 C'J.r(h)(Vt)- 1dh. 

In this equation, B is the baseline of the interferometer , 0 is the angular separation of the celestial objects, V 
is the wind speed as a function of height , and t is total integration time of the observation. This calculation 
assumes a Kolmogorov power spectrum with no outer scale. Due to the h 2 factor, this integral is completely 
dominated by high altitude turbulence. Thus, a site where the C'J.r profile is devoid of high altitude turbulence 
provides a substantial advantage. 

3. SODAR PROFILES 

Of parti cular int erest here is the SO DAR exp erim ent to profile the lower 1km of the turbulence 14 as part of the 
Automated Astronomical Site Testing Observatory (AASTO) at the South Pole. 

The SODAR used was a monostatic SODAR model PAl manufactured by Remtech. Its antenna, placed on 
top of the AASTO, emits a series of 0.20 second long pulses at 5 different frequencies . Th e antenna then switches 
itself to receiving mode and records the echo pattern. This routine is repea te d for an averaging period of 20 
min, including sequences without emission that are used to calculate the background noise. After the averaging, 
the SODAR returns the echo strength which is proportional to Cf. The wind speed is derived from the Doppler 
shift of the returned echoes; the vertical component from the vertical beam and the horizontal components from 
the beams slanted at to the vertical. As previous studies have shown that the majority of the turbulence was 
concentrated in the lowest 300 m of the atmosphere, the SO DAR was configured to make measurements from 20 
m to 890 m with 30 m increments. The SODAR experiment, and the C'Jv profile results are discussed in detail 
in Travouillon et al. ( 2003). 14 

The primary limitation of the SODAR for completely characterizing the atmospheric turbul ence is th e lim
it at ion to altitudes below 890m. Since the C'Jv profile drops below the limiting sensitivity of th e SODAR (2.6 
x 10- 18 m- 213 ) below this altitude, we assume for th e purposes of this analysis that th e SODAR profile is a 
compl ete description of th e turbul ence. Whil e this is almost certainly incorr ect in detail , since any turbulence 
below the sensitivity or above the altitude range is assumed to be zero, it provides a useful and concrete set of 
results about what has been measured, rather than surmised. 

This assumption can be compared to differential imag e motion results from the ADIMM exp eriment 15 and 
the balloon microth ermal results. 3 •4 Th e ADIMM results (see Fig 3) are essentially consistent with the SODAR 
results (see Fig 2) , indicating that there is no strong turbulence component at high altitude, as verified by 
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F ig ure 2. Fried parameter , ro at 500 nm and 2.2 µm as measured by the SODAR in 2000 . 
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Fi gure 3 . Fried parameter , ro at 500 nm and 2.2 µm as measured by th e ADIMM in 2001. 

the ba lloon flights. As the atmosphere above the boundary layer is nearly adiaba t ic, even in the presence of 
inst abilit ies or turbu lent velocity fields , th e optical effect is minimized . Part icularly given the lack of any evidence 
to indicate that any mechanism is in operation to generate turbu lence at high altitude in the antarctic winter 
( e.g. jetstream or stratosp heric heating), we will proceed wit h this assumptio n. 

4 . DISCUSSION 

The media n r0 measured by the SODAR, 6 cm at 500 nm is relative ly poor compared to good mid latitude sites , 
by a factor of 2-3. The distribution of coherence time at the Sout h Po le is comparab le to the measured T0 ,2 

measured at Pa lomar with PT I, 16 alt hough the PT I dataset it a selection of 64 nights , and the South Pole dataset 
is continuous ly recorded, regardless of observing conditions . The long coherence time ta il is high ly attr active as 
is can more than make up for the relative ly poor r0 , which when combined with the low atmospheric emission 
yields a comparab le sensitivity to a mid-latitude site , but with sma ller required apertures . Differentia l Phase 
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Figure 4. Co heren ce t im e, To,2 at 500 nm and 2.2 µm as measured by the SODAR in 2000. 
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Figure 5. Astrometric error , 0' 0 (1 hr , 100m baseline , 0 = 1 arcm in) as measured by the SODAR in 2000. T he reference 
Mauna Kea atmosphere used in Shao and Colavita (1992) delivers 64 µas with the same parameters. 
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is particularly attractive to attempt from the Antarctic Plateau as the cold dry air will avoid the systematic 
problem of water vapor fluctuations experienced at ]\fauna Kca. 17 

On the ba.<.;h; of these re,mlt;;, the largest gain;; are to he achieved in narrow angle astrometry. The large gain in 
coherence over angular separation can he put to mie to achieve more precise astrometry or wider fields for phase 
reference calibrators, which is generally useful for all modes of phase referenced interferometry. Astrometric 
observations with accuracies near a few µas permit the detection and determination of the orbits of extrasolar 
planets. For reference, if a star like the Sun, lying at a distance of 10 pc, has a .Jupiter-like planet orbiting it, 
the star's position will be perturbed by a maximum of 1 mas over the orbital pe riod ( ~ 12 years). The signature 
of an Earth-like planet is approximately l µas. Because a South Pole interferometer could, in principal, cond uct 
observations ind efinit ely, within 10 years one could not only survey and determin e th e t hree dimensional orbital 
characteristics of the planets discovered through radial velocity studies, but also survey a substantial number of 
other stars within 30 pc for signat ures of extrasolar planets. By comparison , the Space Interferometr y Mission 
(SIM), which has a limit ed lifet ime of ,j yearn, will he unabl e to oh;;erve star;; over such long period;;, limiting 
the types of planets it will find. It is necessary to fit the mass , semi-major axi s, eccentricity, parallax and proper 
motion of the star in the astrometric solution. Accurate determination of all of these parameter s with less than 
a complete orbit is not possible. It will therefo re require significantly longer temporal baselines than SI:vI can 
provide to fully characterize the distribution of planets. 

There a.re two Huhsta.ntial uncertain a.s;;nmption;; underlying these calculations. Firntly, a;; previmrnly di;;
cussed, there is the question of unsensed component of the atmosphere. This will require additional experiments, 
particularly with sensitivity to high alt itude compo nents of turbulence. Secondly, the validit y of the assumption 
of Kolmogorov turbulence is questionable. Once the interferometer baseline exceeds the outer scale of the turbu
lence, the dependence of er;; no longer depends on fl 213 . Inside the Kolmogorov reg ime, as the interferometer 
baseline increases, the additional power in on larger scales partially counteracts the improved resolution. Beyond 
the outer scale, the accuracy improves linearly with baseline as the phase fluctuation amplitude has saturated. 
There is strong evidence that the mechanism that generates the turbulence at the South Pole is Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instabilities in the ,vind shear of the inverted atmosphere. \i\Taves in the cold. den se air in contact with the ice 
level are whipped up by the katabatic wind fiow. \\Then these waves break , turbulenc e is generated. This would 
explain the correlation between vertical wind speed and C.7-oh;;erved in the SODAR. data. 14 If thi;; is the 
case, the turbulence is not generated by a cascade from large to small scales as is assumed in th e Kolmog orov 
th eory. If th e turbul ence is confined to a two dim ensional layer th e result will be a shallower Kolmogorov ind ex . 
In general, the assumption of the turbulent cascade proceeding from large to small scales docs not necessa rily 
proceed in two dimen;;ional t urbulence, which can exhibit an "inverne cascade" . 18 One migh t imagine t ha t t he 
out er scale would he confined to th e t.hicknesR of the layer in which the turbul ence is genera ted . Th e outer scale 
may therefore be exceptionally small, which would drastically alter the astrometric error results to much smaller 
values, below 1 µas lu-- 1/ 2 . Measurements of the outer scale are therefore crucial to t he ability to accuratel y 
predict the p erformanc e of an int erferom eter. 

Finally, the South Pole is a site of convenience since there is a pre-existing station. There are strong arguments 
that sites with lower gro und wind speed , such as Dome Concordia will offer even larger advantages since less 
turbulence will be generated, in a more confined boundary layer. 
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